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Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are considered as promising candidates for next generation of
electronic and optoelectronic devices. To make use of these materials, for instance in field effect transistor
applications, it is mandatory to know the detailed properties of contacts of such TMDs with metal electrodes.
Here, we investigate the role of the contact structure on the electronic and transport properties of metal-MoSe2

interfaces. Two different contact types, namely face and edge contacts, are studied. We consider both low (Sc) and
high (Au) work function metals in order to thoroughly elucidate the role of the metal work function and the type
of metal. First principles plane wave calculations and transport calculations based on nonequilibrium Green’s
function formalism reveal that the contact type has a large impact on the electronic and transport properties of
metal-MoSe2 interfaces. For the Sc electrode, the Schottky barrier heights are around 0.25 eV for face contact
and bigger than 0.6 eV for edge contact. For the Au case, we calculate very similar barrier heights for both contact
types with an average value of 0.5 eV. Furthermore, while the face contact is found to be highly advantageous as
compared to the edge contact for the Sc electrode, the latter contact becomes a better choice for the Au electrode.
Our findings provide guidelines for the fabrication of TMD-based devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After the successful isolation of graphene in 2004, two-
dimensional (2D) materials have attracted a lot of attention
[1–4]. Among them, transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)
are promising materials due to their distinctive electronic
and optical properties [5–13]. Unlike graphene, the electronic
properties of TMDs are diverse, ranging from semiconductor
such as MoS2 to metal such as NbS2. The absence of a band gap
in graphene makes it difficult to use in field effect transistors
(FETs), for instance. To overcome this band gap problem,
especially, the Mo- and W-based TMDs having band gaps
ranging from the visible to the near infrared are considered as
ideal candidates.

Although MoS2 and MoSe2 monolayers have direct band
gaps of 1.86 and 1.55 eV, respectively, the mobility of the
charge carrier is very low in these 2D materials as compared
to graphene, which has a superior carrier velocity that is
only 300 times smaller than the speed of light. However,
using high dielectric materials as substrates in, e.g., field
effect transistors made of TMDs were found to significantly
increase the mobility from 184 to about 700 cm2/Vs due
to the suppression of Coulomb scattering [14]. In a recent
study, a MoSe2 based FET was shown [15] to be n-type and
possess a high gate modulation, with a current on/off ratio
larger than 106. The room temperature mobility was measured
as large as 50 cm2/(V s) and exhibits a strong temperature
dependence. As in the case of MoS2-based FETs, using a more
suitable dielectric material can enhance the carrier mobility in
MoSe2-based FETs.

The right choice of the metal contact in the fabrication
of an electronic device is a key step towards low contact
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resistances, which is necessary to reduce power loss and to
improve carrier injection efficiency across the interface. Low
(high) work function metals are generally chosen to achieve
small n-(p-)type Schottky barriers. The barrier height for
electron tunneling across the interface and the nature of the
contact between a TMD and an electrode were shown to tune
significantly by changing the type of the electrode [14,16–19].
Moreover, the experimental and first-principles studies on
Al/Ag contacts with WSe2 suggested that metals with d

orbitals can help in forming ohmic contacts to monolayer
WSe2 [17]. One key bottleneck is the achievement of ohmic
contacts for TMDs to improve the on-state mode of the FETs.
Thus it is essential to get a detailed understanding of the
contacts between metals and TMDs for the fabrication of next
generation electronic devices.

In this work we choose Sc as metal contact which is
mentioned by the fact that in a recent experimental work it
was found that Sc forms better contacts with thin MoS2 flakes,
resulting in a lower contact resistance and high carrier injection
as compared to Ti, Ni, and Pt [14]. Due to much smaller lattice
mismatch with Sc (∼0.5%), we consider MoSe2 instead of
MoS2. The lattice mismatch is an important parameter that
should be minimized to get a favorable interface geometry
and a better bonding in order to maximize the orbital overlap
between metal and TMD atoms. Computationally, to fit a MoS2

monolayer on a Sc (0001) surface, we need much larger unit
cells. In order to thoroughly elucidate the role of the metal
work function and the type of metal, we also consider Au
contact which has a much higher work function and different
electronic properties. In this study, we find that different
contact structures, namely edge and face contacts, at the
metal-TMD interfaces result in quite different electronic and
transport properties. In addition, the type of metal electrode
also plays a key role in determining the interface electronic
properties. While the face contact structure is a better choice
for the Sc electrode, the edge contact becomes a more suitable
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contact type for the Au case. Due to very similar electronic
properties of MoSe2 and MoS2, we believe that our findings
are also valid for MoS2 and will help to design low resistance
contacts.

II. METHODS

First we optimize the structure of the different Sc-MoSe2

interfaces including face and edge contacts denoted in Fig. 1,
using density functional theory (DFT) at the generalized gra-
dient approximation (GGA/PBE) [20] level, as implemented
in the VASP code [21,22]. From an experimental point of view,
one may argue that an edge contact is not a realistic contact
structure. However, previously it was found that when Ti
and Pd was deposited on a graphene flake, the spontaneous
formation of a metal-graphene edge contact occurred as a
result of the metal-graphene reaction instead of a simple
carbon diffusion process [23]. Therefore, the present work
provides a detailed understanding that will help in the design of
efficient contacts between metal substrates and TMDs. In edge
contact configuration, we simulate a MoSe2 monolayer with an
average length of 20 Å along the z direction, which is also the
transport direction in our electron transport calculations. This
length scale is sufficient to eliminate artificial contact-contact
interaction due to the finite size effect. In x and y directions,
we use periodic boundary conditions to represent an infinite
MoSe2 monolayer. Similar to graphene, finite size TMDs can
have two different terminations, namely zigzag and armchair.
To investigate the effect of termination, both zigzag and
armchair terminations are considered. The interface is modeled
using a rectangular Sc (0001) surface unit cell to fit MoSe2

with a tiny lattice mismatch. The uppermost two Sc atomic
layers and the MoSe2 monolayer are allowed to relax. We

use the projector augmented wave (PAW) method [24], a
plane wave kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV and a regular
k-point grid with a spacing of 0.02 Å−1 for the Brillouin
zone sampling [25]. The convergence is achieved when the
difference of the total energies between two consecutive ionic
steps is less than 10−5 eV and the maximum force allowed
on each atom is set to be 0.01 eV/Å. The interlayer spacing
(which is measured between two planes formed by the nearest
Se atoms on the adjacent monolayers) in the edge contact
configuration is taken to be larger than 6.5 Å, and therefore we
approach the monolayer limit. At this interlayer separation,
the electronic properties (such as the size and nature of the
band gap) of MoSe2 almost resembles the isolated single layer
MoSe2. Therefore, our supercell dimensions are enough to
study the electronic and transport properties of the MoSe2

monolayer contacted to the Sc(0001) surface. To prevent
spurious interaction between the periodic images, a large
vacuum spacing (at least 12 Å) is introduced.

Electronic transport across the Sc-MoSe2 interface is
calculated using the self-consistent nonequilibrium Green’s
functions (NEGF) technique as implemented in TranSIESTA

[26], which is interfaced with the SIESTA code [27]. Single-ζ
(plus polarization) numerical orbital basis sets are used for
all atoms. In a recent theoretical study, it was shown that
single- and double-ζ polarized basis sets yield very similar
results for metal/TMDs junctions [28]. We employ norm-
conserving pseudopotentials [29], the GGA/PBE functional,
and an energy cutoff for the real-space mesh of 150 Ry. While
the SIESTA code uses a localized basis set and norm-conserving
pseudopotentials, the calculated lattice parameters for the
MoSe2 monolayer and bulk agree very well with those obtained
from the VASP code. For instance, the lattice parameter for the
isolated single layer MoSe2 is found to be 3.32 Å with VASP and
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Optimized lowest energy structures of the MoSe2 monolayer contacted to the Sc(0001) surface from different views
used in the electronic structure and transport calculations. In (a) edge contact with zigzag termination, in (b) edge contact with armchair
termination, and face contact in (c). The physical separation is the distance between the topmost layer of the metal electrode and topmost
layer of the MoSe2 monolayer at the interface. The z direction is the transport direction in the TranSIESTA calculations. Shaded parts show the
electrode regions. Figures are prepared using the VESTA program [32].
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3.36 Å with SIESTA. Similarly, the calculated lattice parameters
for bulk MoSe2 are 3.31 (3.37) and 13.00 (13.15) Å with VASP

(SIESTA), in good agreement with the experimental values of
3.28 and 12.95 Å [30]. In order to get accurate transmission
spectrum and current as a function of applied bias, the 2D
Brillouin zone normal to the transport direction (which is the
z direction in this study) is sampled by the k meshes of 50×29
for the edge contact with armchair termination, 20×60 for the
edge contact with zigzag termination, and 1×100 for the face
contact configuration.

III. STRUCTURAL AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES
OF Sc-MoSe2 INTERFACES

The optimized structures with the minimum total energy are
shown in Fig. 1. The lattice mismatch between the pristine Sc
surface and MoSe2 monolayer is at most ∼0.5%. To further
minimize it, we use a rectangular unit cell with the lattice
parameters given by the average of the lattice parameters of
the isolated MoSe2 monolayer and the pristine metal electrode.
The corresponding lattice parameters in the plane normal to
the z direction are set to 5.73 Å and 9.94 Å for the edge
contact with armchair termination and 11.47 Å and 3.31 Å
for the edge contact with zigzag termination; see Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b). Thickness of the Sc slab normal to the z direction in
the edge contact geometry is at least 16.1 Å, corresponding to
seven Sc layers, four of which constitute the electrode region.
For the face contact geometry shown in Fig. 1(c), the lattice
parameter in the y direction is 5.73 Å. The length of the MoSe2

monolayer contacted to the Sc surface in the face contact is at
least 11.55 Å. In addition, we use a four layers slab for the face
contact configuration and the vacuum region in the x direction
is fixed to 12 Å. If one compares the relaxed structures of
face and edge contact configurations, the edge contact leads to
more structural relaxation of the Sc surface relative to the face
contact case. The physical separation, defined in Fig. 1 as the
distance between the topmost layer of the metal electrode and
the topmost layer of the MoSe2 monolayer at the interface, is a
measure of the interaction strength between the metal surface
and the MoSe2 monolayer. While the physical separation is
2.01 Å in face contact, it becomes 1.76 Å in edge contact.
Similarly, it was reported that edge contact results in a much
smaller physical separation for MoS2 and WSe2 on a wide
range of metal substrates ranging from low work function
such as Ti to high work function metals such as Pd [19]. The
Sc-Se interatomic distances are 2.68–2.73 Å in edge contact
and 2.75–2.79 Å in face contact. In both contact geometries,
Se atoms prefer to occupy the hollow site of the Sc (0001)
surface. Similar to Se, the Mo atom (which directly binds
to the Sc surface) resides slightly away from the hollow site
in edge contact. To compare the binding strengths for both
contact types, we define the binding energy between the metal
and the MoSe2 layer as the total energy difference between
the combined (Sc/MoSe2) and the isolated systems (pristine
Sc surface and MoSe2 monolayer). Since the edge contact
contains unsaturated selenium atoms as compared to saturated
and rather inert selenium atoms in the face contact, the binding
of MoSe2 to the Sc surface in face contact is considerably
weaker than that in edge contact, with the binding energy per
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Partial density of states of (a) free standing
MoSe2, (b) edge contacted MoSe2 with zigzag termination, (c)
armchair termination, and (d) face contacted MoSe2, as calculated
with VASP. Vertical dashed line denotes the Fermi level. In (a) black
solid, blue dotted, and red dashed curves show the projection of the
total DOS on MoSe2, Mo, and Se, respectively. In (b), (c), and (d)
we plot projection of the total DOS on different Mo and Se atoms.
Here, Monb (blue line) and Mob (dashed blue line) are used to show
the molybdenum atoms far away from interface and at the interface,
respectively. Similarly, Senb (red line) and Seb (dashed red line) are
the selenium atoms far away from interface and at the interface,
respectively. The PDOS of the Monb, Mob, Senb, and Seb atoms is
enlarged in order to make them visible.

surface metal atom of 1.26 eV in the case of edge contact as
compared to 0.93 eV in face contact.

We next investigated the electronic structure of the
MoSe2/Sc interfaces by calculating the partial density of states
(PDOS) of adsorbed MoSe2. While DFT within the GGA/PBE
has a tendency to misestimate the band gap for most semicon-
ductors, the PBE functional fairly predicts the band gap of
MoSe2 with a band gap value of 1.46 eV, in close agreement
with the experimental gap of 1.55 eV. Consistent with the VASP

calculation and the experiment, the SIESTA code predicts a band
gap value of 1.53 eV. Previously, semilocal functionals were
successfully employed for TMDs/metal interfaces [14,16–19].
This clearly implies that our computational setup is adequate to
study MoSe2/Sc interfaces. Figure 2 displays PDOS of edge
and face contacted Sc/MoSe2 interfaces. We also calculated
the PDOS of free standing MoSe2 for comparison. Although
the strong interaction leads to a remarkable hybridization of
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metal and MoSe2 states to a certain extent, we can still identify
the valence and conduction bands of adsorbed MoSe2 in both
edge and face contact configurations. Interestingly, in spite of
the stronger MoSe2-Sc interaction, PDOS in the edge contact
case is quite similar to that for pristine MoSe2 monolayer.
In edge contact only the small portion of MoSe2 (only a
single MoSe2 unit) binds to the Sc surface as compared to
face contact, thereby leading to a small effect on the electronic
properties of pristine MoSe2 monolayer. Due to the strong
interaction with the Sc surface, the electronic properties of the
MoSe2 monolayer is markedly modified in the face contact
geometry such that bonding to the Sc surface removes the
degeneracies, broadens the states, and introduces localized
states that altogether significantly broadens the local density
of states in the conduction band region.

The most striking difference is that edge and face contacts
result in different electronic structures at the interfaces. In edge
contact configuration, Fermi level lies within the band gap of
MoSe2, resulting in the formation of a Schottky barrier at the
interface. The calculated Schottky barrier height (which is the
difference between the conduction band edge and the Fermi
level) for electrons in armchair termination is about 0.75 eV.
Another crucial point is that the MoSe2/Sc interface in face
contact configuration displays a much higher density of states
at the Fermi level than that in edge contact, shown in Fig. 2(d).
Since Sc is a low work function transition metal with a value
of 3.5 eV, it may lead to n-type doping of TMDs. For the face
contact configuration, the Fermi level is found to be very close
to the conduction band of MoSe2, resulting in n-type doping of
MoSe2. This finding is consistent with the experimental results
that predicted n-type characteristics of MoS2 based FETs.
Moreover, it was indicated that the metal/MoS2 interface is
strongly affected by Fermi level pinning close to the conduc-
tion band minimum of MoS2, in agreement with our results. In
a recent theoretical study, Ti is found to be the best face contact
for MoS2 monolayer and is an attractive n-type contact metal,
verifying our findings for Sc. According to PDOS calculations,
the states near the Fermi level mainly originate from the Mo
atoms with a small contribution from the Se atoms. Figure 2
also shows the PDOS depending on the position of the Mo
and Se atoms on the MoSe2 monolayer. While the Mob and
Seb atoms sit at the interface and have a direct interaction
with the Sc surface, the Monb and Senb atoms reside in the
nonbonded part of the MoSe2 monolayer and are far away from
the interface. A reduction in the wave function overlap between
the Mob and Seb atoms owing to change in bond lengths as a
result of strong interaction with the surface atoms results in a
spreading of the Mo d states into band gap region of the MoSe2

monolayer. Adversely, the orbitals of Monb and Senb atoms do
not spillover the band gap region and can be considered as
unperturbed. These results clearly suggest that the band gap
states are mainly localized at the interface. In a recent study,
it was shown that such band gap states are the origin of the
Fermi level pinning at the metal-TMD interfaces [31].

In face contact, the Fermi level is shifted upwards, to about
0.2 eV below the bottom of the MoSe2 conduction band. The
high density of states at the Fermi level may be a sign of a low
resistance ohmic contact for the face contact configuration.
Additionally, in order to realize a ohmic contact, the states
at and near the Fermi level should be delocalized allowing
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Top and side views of the energy resolved
charge densities for (a) edge contact with armchair termination and (b)
face contact. The charge densities associated with states in the energy
range of EF − 0.25 eV < E < EF + 0.25 eV. Here, EF is the Fermi
level. The value of isosurface is 0.005 e/Å3. The charge density is
superimposed to the ball-and-stick model. Figures are prepared using
the VESTA program [32].

electron transfer across the metal-TMD interface with a low
or negligible barrier. To test this, we calculated the electron
density for states around the Fermi level (i.e., within the
energy range of EF − 0.25eV < E < EF + 0.25 eV, where
EF is the Fermi level) depicted in Fig. 3. A careful analysis
revealed that the high density of states around the Fermi level
is mostly localized at the interface and does not extend to the
nonbonded part of MoSe2. Since the Se atoms at the interface
have a very small contribution to the PDOS as compared to
the Mo atoms within this energy range, the main contribution
to the charge density originates from the Mo and electrode
atoms, which may enhance the contact resistance for the face
contact. Similarly, the density of states around the Fermi level
is just localized at the interface in the edge contact geometry.
The existence of a Schottky barrier and the localization of
the charge density at the interface give rise to higher contact
resistance. In a recent experimental work, the insertion of a
thin TiO2 tunnel barrier between the Co electrode and MoS2

was demonstrated to reduce the Schottky barrier significantly
and hence the resistance of the contacts by alleviation of the
Fermi level pinning [33].

It is now useful to compare the electronic properties of
Sc/MoSe2 interfaces with those of Au/MoSe2. We use exactly
the same device geometries, denoted in Fig. 1, for Au electrode
but with different lattice parameters since Au and Sc have
different crystal structures and lattice constants. The lattice
parameters for the edge contact are 5.77 Å in the x direction
and 9.99 Å in the y direction. For the face contact geometry,
the lattice parameter in y direction is set to 5.77 Å and we use a
three layers slab. Unlike Sc, Au has completely filled d orbitals
and partially occupied s orbital, which may lead to totally
different electronic properties when it is used as a substrate.
Another difference is that Au is a high work function metal
with a value of 5.2 eV. Figure 4 shows the PDOS of edge and
face contact structures for Au. Similar to the finding of Popov
et al. for the MoS2/Au interface [18], MoSe2 does not strongly
interact with the Au surface especially in the face contact case
with an equilibrium binding distance of 3.2 Å. Since Au is
a large work function transition metal, we found that the Au
electrode leads to p-type doping of MoSe2, i.e., the Fermi level
appears close to the valence band of MoSe2. In contrast to Sc,
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Partial density of states of (a) the edge
contacted MoSe2 with zigzag termination and (b) the face contacted
MoSe2 for the Au electrode, as calculated with VASP. Vertical dashed
line denotes the Fermi level. We plot the projection of the total DOS
on the different Mo and Se atoms. Here, Monb (blue line) and Mob

(dashed blue line) are used to show the molybdenum atoms far away
from interface and at the interface, respectively. Similarly, Senb (red
line) and Seb (dashed red line) are the selenium atoms far away from
interface and at the interface, respectively. The PDOS of the Monb,
Mob, Senb, and Seb atoms is enlarged in order to make them visible.

the electronic properties of the edge contact configuration in
the Au case seems to be more advantageous as compared to
the face contact owing to relatively high density of states near
the Fermi level. However, the position of the Fermi level with
respect to the valence band maximum (VBM) is almost the
same, leading to a similar Schottky barrier height for holes
in both contact types. Our calculations suggest that not only
contact type but also the type of metal has a strong effect on
the electronic properties of the metal/TMD interfaces.

IV. TRANSPORT ACROSS Sc-MoSe2 INTERFACES

In the previous part, we find that a face contact is better
than an edge contact for the Sc electrode since there is a high
density of states near the Fermi level in the former contact. In
addition to this, we reveal that the states near the Fermi level
are not delocalized over the whole MoSe2 monolayer. After
this point, an important question arises: how do these states
behave in electron transport across the interface? In this part,
we investigated the electron transport properties of MoSe2

monolayer contacted to the Sc electrode. The structures of the
Sc-MoSe2 junctions studied in this work are shown in Fig. 1.
In order to calculate the electron transport in a Sc/MoSe2

junction, the structures shown in Fig. 1 are partitioned into
three regions: left electrode, right electrode, and scattering
region. The electrodes are modeled as semi-infinite. The
scattering region has to be large enough to avoid interaction
between the electrodes. The length of the MoSe2 monolayer
in the scattering region is larger than 19 Å, which is high
enough to eliminate electrode-electrode interaction. In an
electron transport calculation, transmission coefficient T (E)
is the most important quantity that measures the energy-
dependent total probability of electrons to propagate through
a device. The transmission coefficient 〈T (E)〉 averaged over a
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Transmission for edge contact (a) in
zigzag termination, (b) in armchair termination, and (c) face contact
at zero bias, as calculated with TranSIESTA. The zero of energy is at
the Fermi level EF indicated by the vertical dashed lines.

two-dimensional Brillouin zone perpendicular to the transport
direction is defined as 〈T (E)〉 = Tr[Gr�L(E)Ga(E)�R(E)].
Here, Gr(a) is the retarded (advanced) Green function and
�(L,R)(E) = i(�r

L,R − �a
L,R) describes the level broadening

due to left electrode and right electrodes expressed in terms of
the electrode self-energies �L,R , which describe the influence
of the electrodes on the scattering region.

At low bias, the states at and near the Fermi level
are expected to determine the electron transport across the
interface. Figure 5 shows zero bias transmission for both edge
and face contact configurations. The peaks in the transmission
spectrum clearly correspond to the valence band (VB) and the
conduction band (CB) of the adsorbed MoSe2. A band gap
with a value of 1.6 eV (which is close to the band gap of the
pristine MoSe2) separates VB and CB. Consistent with the
PDOS calculations, the Fermi level in the face contact appears
very close to CB maximum. Moreover, the states at the Fermi
level lead to very small transmission [∼0.003G0, where G0

(=2e2/h) is the unit of conductance]. Although, according
to PDOS calculations, there is a high density of states at the
Fermi level in the face contact case, the electron transport
across the MoSe2/Sc contact is mainly of a tunneling nature
at zero bias, confirming that the states at and near the Fermi
level are localized at the Sc/MoSe2 interface. The Schottky
barrier heights for both edge and face contacts calculated from
their corresponding transmission spectrums as the difference
of the Fermi level and the bottom of conduction band minimum
are consistent with those calculated from PDOS calculations.
Comparison of the transmission spectrum of the armchair
and zigzag terminations of the edge contact reveals that the
armchair edge contact is more conductive than the zigzag
edge contact. As seen in Fig. 2, the valence and conduction
bands of both the pristine and adsorbed MoSe2 monolayer are
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mainly composed of the Mo d orbitals with a relatively smaller
contribution from Se p orbitals. In the edge contact with zigzag
termination, the Mo atoms have either no direct or a weaker
interaction with surface atoms, resulting in a smaller orbital
overlap between the Mo and surface atoms, and consequently
leading to a smaller transmission as compared to the armchair
termination. Adversely, in a recent theoretical study, it was
shown that the electron transport along the armchair and zigzag
directions of the infinite MoS2 monolayer are almost the same
[34]. These results show that the detailed binding structure at
the interface is also quite crucial. Consistent with the PDOS
plots shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), the Fermi level appears
within the band gap of the MoSe2 monolayer.

Bai et al. studied the effect of the contact area and
binding distance on electron transport across the metal/MoSe2

interfaces [28]. The authors stressed that strong binding does
not assure a transparent interface for carriers. There are other
factors such as contact area, contact type, and binding distance
between TMD and metal electrode that play a significant
role in the electronic and the carrier transport properties of
TMD/metal interfaces, in agreement with the present work. We
expect that our findings can be generalized to other contacts
between TMDs and metals. The present work and previous
studies suggest that other low (high) work function metals such
as Ti (Ag) exhibit electronic and charge transport properties
similar to Sc (Au). With the right metal and certain contact
geometry, it is possible to get low contact resistances at the
TMD/metal interfaces.

Finally, the current across the Sc/MoSe2 interfaces is
calculated using the Landauer-Buttiker formula

I = 2e

h

∫
〈T (E,V )〉[f (E − μL) − f (E − μR)]dE,
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monolayer on the Sc surface in the device region as a function of
voltage for face contact (filled black circles) and edge contact with
armchair termination (filled red squares). The area of the MoSe2

monolayer in the device region directly contacted to the Sc surface
in the face (edge) contact geometry is 28.65 (20.74) Å2. In the inset,
to compare the current of edge contact with that of face contact on a
similar scale we multiple it with 40.

where f (E)(=1/[exp(E/kT ) + 1]) is the Fermi distribution
function and μL/R is the chemical potential in the left or right
electrode. V = (μL − μR)/e defines the bias window. In order
to apply an external bias, the Fermi level of the electrodes are
shifted relative to each other and the electronic occupations
of the system are determined by the electrochemical potential
(i.e., μL/R) of the electrodes. The calculated current-voltage
(I -V ) curves for face and edge contacts are shown in Fig. 6.
While current mildly varies up to 0.2 V, it starts to increase
more rapidly beyond this voltage in face contact. When voltage
exceeds 0.2 V, the conduction band of MoSe2 starts to enter
the bias window, leading to a noticeable increase in the
current. Comparing the I -V relation of both contact types,
the face contact structure gives rise to larger current values
than edge contact within the same voltage range. Since, edge
contact has a much larger Schottky barrier with a barrier
hight of 0.75 eV, the calculated I−V relation is relatively
constant. To make a reliable comparison between edge and face
contacts, similar lengths in both contact types were considered
for the free standing (i.e., nonbonded) part of the MoSe2

monolayer.

V. CONCLUSION

The Sc/MoSe2 system is investigated to demonstrate the
dependence of the electronic properties and carrier transport
on the contact type. The face contact is found to be highly
advantageous as compared to the edge contact. The Fermi
level appears just below the conduction band edge of MoSe2,
leading to a much smaller Schottky barrier and hence smaller
tunnel barrier in face contact. The calculated Schottky barrier
heights are around 0.25 eV for the face contact and bigger
than 0.6 eV for the edge contact. We also find that not only
the contact type but also the type of metal electrode plays
a key role on the electronic properties of the metal-TMD
interfaces. In contrast to the Sc case, the edge contact appears
to be more advantageous as compared to face contact in
the case of Au electrode. Our findings clearly show that
the carrier transport across a metal/TMD interface is mainly
dominated by the detailed structural properties at the interfaces
such that the Schottky barrier heights and charge distribution
are largely controlled by the contact structure. To obtain
a low contact resistance, not only the type of the metal
and TMD but also the contact structure should be carefully
considered.
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